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SUBJECT:

Review of the Sales Force Augmentation
Project - Phase II (RG-MA-99-002)

Pilot

In September 1998, the Tactical Marketing and Sales
Development Office requested the assistance of the Office
of Inspector General (OIG) to review the Sales Force
Augmentation pilot program. This management advisory
report represents our second review of the ongoing Sales
Force Augmentation pilot, which is geared toward the
establishment of 12 major metro sites during Fiscal Year
(FY) 1999, with nationwide rollout anticipated in FY 2000.
The following sections provide specific information on our
observations on the pilot and highlights these observations
and suggestions for improvement.
We have summarized your comments after each suggestion
in this report and have included your comments as an
attachment. Management’s comments were generally
responsive to the issues and suggestions raised in this
report. The Sales Force Augmentation Team has promptly
provided information and updates about the actions they
have taken and have continued to provide detailed
information on actions underway regarding our suggestions.
We appreciate the information provided and actions
implemented on the report to date and request that you
provide the outcome and decisions regarding funding from
your planned advisory briefing to the Postmaster General. If
a Phase Ill review is performed, it may look at the reporting
procedures in place for Providers and the review procedures
for the District Provider Managers.
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Results in Brief

The Tactical Marketing and Sales Development staff has
continued to make significant progress in the rapidly
expanding Sales Force Augmentation program. The
concept was designed to be a new method of generating
increased revenue and meeting the needs of small-and
medium-sized business customers.

Management’s
Accomplishments

The Sales Force Augmentation Team is continuing to
move forward to expand the program. In addition, the
team is forming a positive working relationship with the
contracted Providers, while maintaining an awareness of
resource limitations. The US Postal Service (USPS)
management has pilots underway in Atlanta, San
Francisco and Los Angeles. They plan to continue rapid
expansion of the Sales Force Augmentation program to
the nine remaining USPS metro areas, which will be
divided contractually under regional umbrellas’. The 12
targeted metro areas consist of 23 USPS districts.

Review Results

We have completed our second review of the Sales Force
Augmentation pilot. Our first review of the Sales Force
Augmentation pilot was issued in September 1998 and
addressed the areas of baselining, account transitioning,
staffing, advising USPS management, and implementing
the lntranet System. Our second review identified six
conditions that warrant the continued review and action of
the Sales Force Augmentation management. The
conditions are in the areas of:
l

.
l

.
l

.

Pilot Expansion,
Baseline Determinations,
Provider reporting,
Physical Spot Audits,
lntranet System, and
Delivery Confirmation

Our management advisory report provides observations,

along with details of our review, and suggestionsfor
improvement to further enhance and strengthen the Sales
Force Augmentation program. We have identified 11
suggestions to help Postal Service management ensure
.-

’ Western Region: San Francisco, Los Angeles, and Denver;
Central Region: Dallas, St. Louis, and Chicago;
Northeast Region: New York, Boston, and Philadelphia;
Southeast Region: Atlanta, Washington, DC, and Miami.
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strong internal controls exist as further expansion occurs
with the pilot.
The Sales Force Augmentation Team expressed interest
that the OIG perform a phase Ill review, which could
encompass a more in-depth review of the Provider’s
accounting and billing process. This review, if performed,
would begin at the end of FY 1999.
Background

In September 1998, the Tactical Marketing and Sales
Development group requested the assistance of the OIG
for a second review of the Sales Force Augmentation pilot
project. The Sales Force Augmentation pilot was initiated
in April 1998 in San Francisco and Atlanta. This followed a
two-year effort that was performed in the New York Metro
Area office, which indicated it had generated $42 million in
net revenue.
After the New York pilot, Tactical Marketing and Sales
Development management has revised the projected
revenue opportunity from the current Sales Force
Augmentation pilot to be approximately $404 million over
three years, with incurred expenditures estimated at $70 to
$80 million, making this an excellent opportunity to
counteract possible revenue shortfalls. The Tactical
Marketing and Sales Development management created
key positions for this pilot. These positions include: a
Sales Force Augmentation Program Manager who
oversees the entire project, workload, activities, and
reports to USPS management; Team Leaders who
oversee the functions for regions and work with the
Implementation Coordinators, who work closely with
district management to ensure communication; and District
Provider Managers who work on a daily basis with the
Providers in each region, monitor and review sales,
baselining activities, record documentation, and billing, and
ensure positive USPS representation.
Sales Force Augmentation is a unique direct-sales
marketing strategy that is designed to generate new
revenue from small- to medium-sized businesses through
the sale of four postal products: priority, express, global
priority packaging, and express mail international.
.

Priority Mail offers 2 to 3 day service for first-class mail
that weighs over 11 ounces (less at the customer’s
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request) and delivery to most domestic destinations.
This is often used to expedite material that is mailable
as first-class, periodicals, or standard mail.
.

Express Mail and Express Mail International offer
guaranteed next day delivery by 12:00 noon and is
used for the shipping of any materials to most
destinations, with no extra charge for delivery on
Saturdays, Sundays or holidays. This express service
is also available between the United States and over
200 foreign countries.

.

Global Priority Mail offers expedited priority handling in
the United States and foreign countries and is available
for all items that may be mailed as letters or materials
weighing up to 4 pounds.

This pilot was based on an effort that was tested in New
York Metro Area, between January 1996 and May 1998.
The business segments in the pilot were initially comprised
of companies with 49 or fewer employees. However, the
new business plan, September 1998, now allows Sales
Force Augmentation to target small-and medium-sized
businesses with 99 or fewer employees.
In April 1998, the USPS entered into contracts with two
Providers. These firms employ sales personnel to sell the
above-mentioned USPS products and services. One firm
was selected to cover the Atlanta region. Another was
selected as the Provider for the San Francisco metro area,
which includes pilots in San Jose and Oakland. The
project was expanded to Los Angeles in August of 1998,
and retained the same Provider.
A new solicitation went out for bid February 2, 1999, to the
seven vendors that were pre-qualified in early 1998. This
solicitation also allows interested vendors the chance to
submit offers, as long as they are pre-qualified by the
same date the bid proposals are due. This solicitation
covers the four regions outlined in the new Sales Force
Augmentation Business Plan. Provider A and 13are
included in the seven pre-qualified vendors.
Scope, Objectives,
And Methodology

The scope of our review covered the ongoing Sales Force
Augmentation pilot that was developed by the Tactical
Marketing and Sales Development Office in the Marketing
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Office. Overall our objective was to review the continued
development of the Sales Force Augmentation pilot with
emphasis on management controls over the general areas
of:
.
l

.

Sales Force Augmentation lntranet System,
Baseline Determinations, and
Provider Reporting.

We visited the provider’s offices to review supporting
records and met with provider staff responsible for the
ongoing Sales Force Augmentation pilots in San
Francisco, CA and Atlanta, GA. We met with
Headquarters and field staff responsible for administering
the Sales Force Augmentation pilot. We also followed up
on the action taken by Sales Force Augmentation
management on the suggestions made in our Phase I
Sales Force Augmentation report, issued in September
1998. The current status of the suggestions contained in
the Phase I report is shown on page 24, section “FollowUp on Prior Report”.
This review was conducted from October 1-998 through
January 1999, in accordance with the President’s Council
on Integrity and Efficiency, Qualitv Standards for
Inspections. We discussed our observations and
suggestions with appropriate management officials during
the course of our review and have included their
comments where appropriate.
Because the Sales Force Augmentation pilot is in the
developmental stage, we reported the results of our review
as observations and are making suggestions to Sales
Force Augmentation management to strengthen control
processes. The specific objectives of our review are
outlined above. We did not review the cost-benefit or
overall effectiveness of the Sales Force Augmentation
pilot.
Observations
Suggestions

and

Our second review identified six conditions that warrant the
continued review and action of the Sales Force
Augmentation management. The conditions are:
.

Continued Rapid Expansion of Pilot Requires
Management Safeguards,
.. Clearer Guidance Needed for Baseline Determinations,
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Support for Provider Billings Needs Improvement,
Spot Audits Need to be Utilized as a Management
Control,
Sales Force Augmentation lntranet System Not Yet
Operational, and
Coordination of Delivery Confirmation is Vital to Sales
Force Augmentation Deployment.

According to the Tactical Marketing and Sales
Development staff, the Sales Force Augmentation pilot
continues to generate excitement and interest from other
districts and operations, including the International
Business Unit; as a vehicle for increasing revenues to the
Postal Service. Sales Force Augmentation management
advised that they have continued to expand the number of
locations participating in the pilot and have received
numerous inquiries from other locations nationwide.
Although the Sales Force Augmentation Business Plan
outlines many potential benefits, Postal Service
management needs to immediately implement or improve
several key management safeguards in the areas of:
.
.
l
l

Spot audits (see Observation D),
Sales Force Augmentation lntranet System (see
Observation E),
Staffing, and
Provider reporting (see Observation C).

These safeguards would further ensure a more successful
deployment of the pilot and maximize revenues for the
Postal Service.
According to USPS Management, the New York pilot
proved that the Sales Force Augmentation concept was
viable and beneficial but ended because proper resources
were not available for its continuation and the use of
individual personal service contracts was discontinued.
Further, the New York pilot provided a solid foundation for
subsequent pilots. The pilot specifically demonstrated the
need for full-service Providers to manage specific
geographic regions. Additionally, the pilot led to the
introduction of the baselining concept and improved
methods of inventory control, and displayed the need for a
reliable management information system in database form.
The work of the sales representatives, in particular, is
critical to the success of the Sales Force Augmentation
Restricted
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program. Sales Force Augmentation management
discovered that although most sales representatives used
by the Providers had accurately reported their activities,
some representatives grossly misstated sales figures.
Spot audits were supposed to be implemented in the
current pilot to prevent this problem. Sales Force
Augmentation management has successfully
accomplished many Sales Force Augmentation program
goals, including the timely achievement of interim
milestones for program expansion.
The Sales Force Augmentation Business Plan outlines
several significant benefits of the program. These benefits
include:
.
.

.
.

Increasing revenue to the Postal Service,
Increasing customer satisfaction by uncovering smalland medium-sized businesses not previously served by
USPS,
Increasing name recognition for expedited services and
products, and
Maximizing the use of Postal Service assets and
resources.

Sales Force Augmentation management stated that there
is growing interest from Districts and operational managers
about the program. Currently, managers in major
metropolitan areas including Boston, Detroit, Chicago,
Washington, DC, and Miami and locations in Maryland
have inquired about establishing a Sales Force
Augmentation program. Also, the International Business
Unit management has expressed interest in the Sales
Force Augmentation program. The Sales Force
Augmentation program can help these managers offset
anticipated local revenue shortfalls while improving
responsiveness to small- and medium-sized business
customers.
Since USPS considers Sales Force Augmentation a
promising concept, Sales Force Augmentation
management is under pressure to continue planned
expansion to the nine remaining metropolitan markets.
However, the continued expansion of the program is
occurring before management controls are fully designed
and implemented over several significant operational areas
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such as baseline establishment, Provider reporting,
1 program staffing, and the USPS lntranet system.
Suggestion

Sales Force Augmentation

management should:

1. Place renewed emphasis on addressing the operational
improvements outlined in this report, with the continued
expansion of the program. Management should also
continue to adhere,to the controls identified in the Sales
Force Augmentation Strategic Business Plan and the
Sales Force Augmentation Process Management
System to assure successful implementation.
Management
Response

Postal Service management stated they fully agree with
the OIG and have taken the following steps during the past
90 days to ensure these operational improvements occur.
Sales Force Augmentation management has:
.

with the assistance of a contractor, developed “Process
Management” maps, using the Postal Service’s
Customer-Perfect 6.2 criteria designed for new
products and services.

.

developed a formal training module to train the District
Provider Managers. This will ensure all District
Provider Managers have similar direction and follow the
same operational procedures while managing day-today Sales Force Augmentation activity.

.

developed a formal “Audit Process” that District
Provider Managers will follow. The Sales Force
Augmentation managements goal is that this process
will provide a consistent approach by the District
Provider Managers, regardless of the contracted
Provider and the Provider’s method of bookkeeping.
l

Oissued a Statement of Work for the formal development
and production of a “Sales Force Augmentation
Operational Manual/District Provider Manual Guideline
Book”. Development of this manual will incorporate the
Process Management maps, the business plan, and
the newly developed audit process in an effort to
promote the accuracy and consistency to the Sales
Force Augmentation program during expansion.
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Evaluation of
Management’s
Response

The planned and implemented actions by the Sales Force
Augmentation management satisfied the intent of the OIG
suggestion.

Observation B:
Clearer Guidance
Needed for Baseline
Determinations

Providers are not accurately or consistently determining
baselines for customer accounts, used in the calculation of
Provider payments. This situation occurred because Sales
Force Augmentation management has not provided clear
guidance for the Providers to establish baselines and is not
examining baseline data because of resource limitations.
Since the additional sales above the baseline are used to
determine actual revenue gained through the Sales Force
Augmentation program, the amounts paid to the Providers
may not be correctly determined. Further, the accuracy of
this key measurement of the financial success of the Sales
Force Augmentation pilot is undermined.
Provider A states that baselines are established on the
initial visit and rarely change. Provider& however, states
that it takes an average of two to three months to
determine the baseline for customers and their initial
baselines may be revised based upon the average usage
during the first three months. Provider A also advised that
their billing is estimated primarily on several large
customers’ actual usage, rather than using all customers’
actual baselines calculations. Both Providers stated that
they recognize and attempt to incorporate seasonal
fluctuations when establishing average baselines with new
customers.
The contract with the Providers states that a baseline will
be established “on the initial contact” with each customer
and that the USPS has the right to verify the baseline
numbers submitted by the Provider. The contract does not
require Providers to subsequently revise the baselines
unless

directed

by Sales

Force

Augmentation

management.
ProviderA could be in compliance with the terms of the
contract by establishing the baselines based upon the
initial visit and not subsequently revising the baseline for
known usage. In contrast, Provider 6 also initially
establishes baselines but has revised the baselines for
some customers based upon the first 2-3 months’ actual
usage because prior usage was not always clearly known
on the initial contact.
9
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our review of Provider A, we also noted that some
customers with substantial existing inventories of Postal
products were established with a baseline of zero.
However, the contract states that “if a customer is using
any of the USPS products on a repetitive basis, the
provider shall establish a baseline which equates to the
customer’s actual monthly usage of that product.”
During

Although a substantial inventory of Postal products were
on-hand during the initial visit, which contradicts a zero
baseline determination, the District Provider Managers
were not always performing an independent verification of
these baseline numbers, which could lead to an
undetected misstated baseline. We noted that baseline
determinations were not being independently verified on a
consistent basis by the District Provider Managers.
Although one Manager advised that he performs a phone
review of a minimum of 10 percent of new customer
accounts, which includes the determination of the
customer’s baseline number, he does not perform on-site
reviews. Another Manager stated that he also
telephonically reviews the same amount of new accounts,
and with the assistance of the Implementation
Coordinators, reviews a sample of existing customer
accounts, but neither performs on-site reviews to verify this
reported information. While telephonic reviews are useful,
they are not as reliable as on-site verifications of reported
information. Both Managers stated they could not perform
on-site reviews because of the level of assigned
responsibilities, available resources, and geographic
location of the customers.
Provider A also uses several automated spreadsheets to
maintain customers and sales representatives information.
However, these spreadsheets are not linked.
Consequently, the baseline information is manually
estimated for the billing process. Since only “summary
information” by sales representatives is submitted and
baseline information is estimated, Sales Force
Augmentation management is unable to verify the
reliability of the baseline numbers used for billing.
Sales Force Augmentation management believes that
baseline establishment is still a recurring problem. One
District Provider Manager also acknowledged that
establishing baselines has been a problem and, as before,
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there is no exact science to it. He believes that baselines
for some customers did not level out for approximately 90
days.
Suggestion

Sales Force Augmentation

management should:

2. issue specific guidance to the Providers concerning
consistent baseline determinations, including how to
average seasonal fluctuations.
Management
Response

Sales Force Augmentation management stated they have
taken corrective action on baselining efforts as a result of
this review. In these efforts management:
l

l

l

.-.

sent electronic notifications to both Providers indicating
that baselines must be established as part of the initial
visit, and reviewed over a period of 2 to 3 months. At
review if the contractor believes baseline numbers are
not accurate, the Provider is to notify Sales Force
Augmentation management and request in writing
authorization to change numbers based on factual
evidence to support the request. Along with this action,
the District Provider Managers have been instructed
that if a baseline change is requested, they are to fully
review the Provider’s supporting documentation and
obtain approval from Sales Force Augmentation
management before a baseline change may occur.
informed us they incorporated the policy above in the
Baseline section of the new Solicitation Statement of
Work.
indicated the baseline entry within the website will have
a security restricted access feature which will allow only
the Sales Force Augmentation Managers to adjust
baselines.

Evaluation of
Management’s
Response

The implemented and planned actions by the Sales Force
Augmentation management satisfy the intent of the OIG
suggestion.

Suggestion

Sales Force Augmentation

management

should:

3. more closely manage and monitor the processes used
by Providers for establishing baselines.
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Management
Response

Sales Force Augmentation management stated that they
are placing a renewed emphasis on these monitoring
efforts, such as part of the new District Provider Manager
training curriculum. However, the Sales Force
Augmentation management suggested that as barcoding
and scanning technology are improved for the USPS, new
customers will have a verifiable baseline that shows prior
usage and barcode scans, but as the OIG has noted, this
is only if they are members of delivery confirmation.

Evaluation of
Management’s
Response

We appreciate the USPS management’s renewed
emphasis on monitoring efforts, however the only verifiable
data available will be for those customers who select the
Delivery Confirmation services, but not those who don’t
use the barcoding.

Suggestion

Sales Force Augmentation

management

should:

4. require Providers to incorporate baseline information in
their software programs and ensure baseline numbers
are used accurately in their calculations.

_-

Management
Response

Sales Force Augmentation management informed us the
current solicitation provides the computer code and data
dictionary required for electronic financial measurement of
the Sales Force Augmentation program to prospective
bidders. Management explained that the baseline
information data field must be filled in to activate a
customer account and failure to do so would “flag” the
account and delay potential commissions. Management
states that the timeline for this is complete, however, the
OIG staff have not reviewed the new automated system at
the Provider A location to validate it.

Evaluation of
Management’s

The planned and implemented actions by the Sales Force
Augmentation management satisfy the intent of the OIG

Response

suggestions.

Suggestion

Sales Force Augmentation

management

should:

5. determine whether Area Implementation Coordinators
or additional staff are needed to monitor and
independently verify baseline processes.

.^
IL
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The Sales Force Augmentation management informed us
they are investigating the following mechanisms in an
effort to increase the capacity to perform audit functions
and baseline verifications. These mechanisms include:
l

l

l

reviewing the possibility of using limited/light duty
employees to assist with telephone audits,
reviewing the use of independent temporary services
that would conduct telephone interviews, and
submitting a formal staffing package to the Vice.
President of Tactical Marketing and Sales Development
for consideration, review, and recommendations to the
Chief Operating Officer

Evaluation of
Management’s
Response

The actions underway by the Sales Force Augmentation
management satisfy the intent of the OIG suggestions.

Observation C:
Support for Provider
Billings Needs
Improvement

ProviderA management could not readily provide
supporting information to confirm their monthly billings to
USPS. We selected a sample of customer accounts to
verify the amount billed in an accounting period. However
documentation supplied by Provider A of sales
representative and customer account activity was
generally incomplete, not filed or not readily available. In
addition, some of the information supporting the billing was
a manual compilation of various reports and internal
source documents were not readily obtainable. For
Accounting Period 4, over $ 78,350 has been paid to this
Provider. Because of the reasons noted above, the
accuracy of the payments made by USPS to Provider A is
questionable.
The objective of our review was to confirm the accuracy of
a bill that had been submitted for payment from the
Providers to the Postal Service and veritj the reliability of
its supporting documentation. We selected a random
sample of customer accounts, traced actual product usage
reported by the sales representatives during one period,
and compared usage against approved baseline amounts
in order to calculate net usage. The Postal Service uses
the following formula to calculate payments to the Sales
Force Augmentation Providers.
VOLUME:

Reported Usage - Baseline Amount =
Net Usage(Units in the Mail Stream)
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(Commission Fee %) x (Product Unit Price) x
(Units in the Mail Stream) = Payment to the
Provider

We sampled the supporting information for one accounting
period in FY 1999 based upon usage information reported
by two sales representatives for Provider A and Provider
B. For Provider A, we conducted an on-site review of their
billings and supporting information; for Provider B, we
performed a desk review of billings and supporting
information. For Provider B, we obtained the bill and
supporting information, and our review disclosed that the
amount billed was calculated in accordance with the
approved Sales Force Augmentation contract guidelines
and was adequately documented.

.-

Our review of Provider A disclosed several weaknesses in
the supporting documentation and the calculation of the
Provider’s bill relating to accounting period 4 in FY 1999.
Documentation supplied by Provider A on the Sales
Representative and customer account activity was
incomplete, not filed, or not readily available for review.
Based upon our review and interviews with the District
Provider Manager, we selected an additional sample of 30
customer accounts from the first billing period in 1998.
Our review generally disclosed that Provider A could not
confirm whether these customer accounts were active and
still using Postal products; some customer file folders were
empty; and some of the files were missing important
information, such as approved baseline amounts and
inventory sheets. In addition, the Provider could not
readily provide automated supporting documentation from
their system for these customers. The Provider believed
that some of the missing information occurred because
some information may have been sent to their Corporate
Headquarters, may still be in the possession of the sales
representatives, or may be pending filing.
Although we noted that general oversight of Provider’s
activities was performed by the District Provider Managers,
they could further strengthen their process for review.
These Managers did not always have access to the
automated information available from the Providers. In
addition, the District Providers Managers selected and
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reviewed baseline activity for a sample of new customer
accounts, but did not always select for review baseline
activity for previously established customers.
Suggestions

Sales Force Augmentation

management

needs to:

6. obtain from ProviderA accurate, reliable, and complete
information to support their monthly billings to the
Postal Service and disallow payments until adequate
supporting information is provided. This information
should include at a minimum, customer account
information, such as profite sheets (which includes
baseline amounts), supply inventory sheets, and other
key information that supports the payment request.
Management
Response

The Sales Force Augmentation management informed
Provider A of potential contractual violations concerning
their inconsistent record keeping and past performance as
a result of this review. Since the on-site visit by the OIG,
Provider A has implemented their own electronic database
system which will capture required fields of information.
Provider A has also issued palm-pilot hardware systems to
sales representatives to enable them to immediately
gather data from customers during visits. Previously
gathered information is being input into this system and
ProviderA has been informed that failure to keep records
consistent and uniformly accessible to USPS management
will be enforced. Provider A has assured Sales Force
Augmentation management they will perfect their
electronic system before they are awarded or move into
new territories.

Evaluation of
Management’s
Response

The planned and implemented actions by the Sales Force
Augmentation
management satisfy the intent of the OIG
I
suggestron.

Suggestion

Sales Force Augmentation

management

needs to:

7. provide guidance to the District Provider Managers on
methods for performing their reviews of customer
accounts, selecting a sample of both new and previous
accounts for review, and examining the supporting
information for the Providers’ billings.
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Management
Response

Sales Force Augmentation management stated that formal
training has been developed for the District Provider
Managers, along with processes that will be incorporated
into an Operational Manual that is to be designed.
Management plans to continue to improve procedure
guidelines and education for the Sales Force
Augmentation staff and to tighten the management
controls.

Evaluation of
Management’s
Response

The planned and implemented actions by the Sales Force
Augmentation management satisfy the intent of the OIG
suggestions.

Observation D:
Spot Audits Need To
Be Utilized As A
Management Control

Sales Force Augmentation management has not
performed random spot audits of customers’ supply
inventory. The New York Metro Area, Sales Force
Augmentation pilot of 1996, demonstrated that Providers
and USPS should perform regular inventory counts, which
are used to calculate Provider reimbursements.
Provider
sales representatives are performing regular inventory
counts to report customer’s supplies usage. However, the
Sales Force Augmentation District Provider Managers
explained that they were not conducting these on-site spot
audits, because they have neither the time nor resources
and were unsure as to whether they were to perform these
reviews. As a result, the absence of this management
control weakens the Postal Service’s ability to
independently confirm the accuracy of Provider payments.
The first Sales Force Augmentation pilot was a two-year
effort that was performed in the New York Metro Area.
One of the areas for improvement in the pilot was the
reimbursement paid to individual sales contractors, which
was overstated in some cases, because customers’
inventory levels were not independently verified. This
occurrence could be resolved by performing a spot audit.
To perform a spot audit, District Provider Managers would:
l
l

l

l

select a random sample of customers,
review the USPS supply orders and usage trends for
those customers,
obtain most recent inventory sheet, from Provider sales
representative (which shows usage),
perform an actual count of the inventory of priority,
express, and global express Postal products, and
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reconcile physical inventory count against that which
has been reported as used at the customer location.

As a result of the New York pilot, the Sales Force
Augmentation Management Team determined that spot
audits would be performed by the District Provider
Managers in future Sales Force Augmentation pilots.
Since USPS cannot yet verify that these Postal products
are actually going through the mail stream, spot audits of
customers’ inventory levels are crucial to Postal
management to provide reasonable assurance that
Provider reimbursements are not overstated.
During our on-site work in San Francisco and Atlanta, we
found that these spot audits have not been performed by
the District Provider Managers. The District Provider
Managers stated they do not have the time or resources
necessary to perform these on-site reviews and were
unsure as to whether they were to perform these spot
audits. One District Provider Manager stated that with
over 20 sales representatives covering three areas, he
would be unable to perform these reviews.
The District Provider Managers are performing telephone
reviews with a sample of customers. These reviews
include confirmation of baseline numbers and supply
information, as reported by the Provider sales
representatives. District Provider Managers advised that
these reviews found some differences in baseline
information that needed correction by the Providers.
Telephone reviews can be useful but the information is
obtained from the customer and is not an independent
validation of the accuracy and reliability of customer
information. An independent on-site validation is vital for
the confirmation of Provider billings to the Postal Service.
Suggestion

Sales Force Augmentation

management

should:

8. ensure that random spot audits of customers’ supplies
inventory are performed on-site by Postal Service
Sales Force Augmentation staff. These audits may be
performed by the District Provider Managers, Area
Implementation Coordinators, or other available staff.
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Management
Response

Sales Force Augmentation management explained that the
spot audits were inadvertently omitted from the previous
audit guidelines provided to District Provider Managers.
They have incorporated a requirement in the new District
Provider Manager Guideline Book that these spot audits
will be performed at a minimum of 10 percent of the total
customer base locations. USPS management will be able
to achieve this by the verification of consistent audit results
provided by the contractor compared to the actual
inventories taken during the on-site visit.

Evaluation of
Management’s
Response

The implemented actions by the Sales Force
Augmentation management satisfy the intent of the OIG
suggestion.

Observation E:
Sales Force
Augmentation lntranet
System Not Yet
Operational

Another critical component of the Sales Force
Augmentation management control is the automated Sales
Force Augmentation lntranet system. When operational,
this system will provide Sales Force Augmentation
management with the ability to monitor and access
baselines, product usage, customer activities, inventory
counts, and billing information. This system was originally
planned for development and implementation by October
1998, but has been delayed at least until March 1999.
Sales Force Augmentation management has made
substantial progress in the development of the individual
provider and customer profile data screens. However,
because of continued delays in the Postal Service’s
lntranet system development, Sales Force Augmentation
management does not have the detailed information they
need to effectively manage and review the program and
must continue to rely solely on the Provider’s internal
controls. Therefore, baseline information is subject to
unauthorized or inadvertent changes, without prompt
detection or approval by the Sales Force Augmentation
management.
Sales Force Augmentation management has been
developing an lntranet system since mid-1998. As a result
of the New York pilot, management recognized that the
program generated an extensive amount of paperwork.
Therefore, a reliable and accurate automated reporting
system was needed to provide on-line access to real-time
information on customer and Provider activity.
Management needs to have the capability to monitor daily
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customer account information, such as baseline numbers,
inventory levels, activity trends, and other operational
areas. To facilitate timely reporting, the system would be
designed to furnish the Sales Force Augmentation
management team and Providers with automated reporting
throughout billing cycles and as needed.
To date, the Sales Force Augmentation team has made
substantial progress in developing the lntranet system.
Management reported that they are nearly finished with the
web page, which includes specific Provider and Sales
Representative reporting information, and designed the
system data screens that include more than 30 fields of
customer information. These pages also have been
designed with restricted access to ensure the security and
integrity of program information. However, delays have
now occurred in development of the interface between the
USPS system and the Providers systems. Sales Force
Augmentation management stated that compatibility issues
and the location of the host site contributed to the delays
encountered.
In addition, available funding for the continued
development of the lntranet system had been exhausted.
Sales Force Augmentation management utilized available
funds to hire a contractor for the design and creation of the
data screens and web site. According to the Sales Force
Augmentation Manager, the cost of the interface between
the Providers’ software programs and the Postal Service’s
lntranet system has recently been estimated by one
contractor at between $250,000 to $1 million. Sales Force
Augmentation has requested additional funding for the
finalization of the lntranet system.
One of the primary uses of the lntranet system is to
manage baseline information. Baseline numbers are
established for each customer to show their prior actual
use of Postal products. The baseline represents the
number above which usage is attributed to Sales Force
Augmentation and on which reimbursementto the Provider
is calculated. In the absence of the Postal Service’s
lntranet System, the Providers must maintain and utilize
their own software systems to report baseline information
to Sales Force Augmentation management. Therefore,
baseline information is subject to unauthorized or
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inadvertent changes, without prompt detection or approval
by the Sales Force Augmentation management.
Suggestion

Sales Force Augmentation

management should:

9. continue to emphasize the prompt development and
deployment of the lntranet system. If adequate
developmental funding is not readily available, the
Sales Force Augmentation team should meet with the
Chief Marketing Officer to acquire these necessary
funds.
Management
Response

Management informed us that they realize the importance
of the lntranet System in order to ensure the program’s
integrity and that steps have been taken to ensure
completion. These steps are as follows and Sales Force
Augmentation management expects completion dates will
be within the next 60 to 90 days.
b Three contract employees are currently dedicated
resources for the Sales Force Augmentation Website
program.
b A requisition, pending in the Purchasing Office, to
modify an existing contract with the International
Business Unit could modify an existing Website
application and potentially host the program needed for
Sales Force Augmentation.
b Programming efforts are now centered on site
maintenance, hosting, beta testing, and data transfer.

Evaluation of
Management’s
Response

Actions underway by the Sales Force Augmentation
management satisfy the intent af the OIG suggestions.

Observation F:
Coordination of
Delivery Confirmation
is Vital to the
Deployment of the
Sales Force
Augmentation
Program

Greater communication needs to occur between the Sales
Force Augmentation management and Managers of the
Delivery Confirmation Program as Delivery Confirmation iS
implemented to ensure that:
.

automated Delivery Confirmation software is acquired
and distributed to Sales Force Augmentation
customers, and
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funds are made available for the Sales Force
Augmentation program to offset the additional software
costs to the customers.

The Delivery Confirmation System is a vital tool for the
USPS that tracks Postal products going through the mail
stream, while capturing revenue, product, and usage
information. This system, scheduled for March 1999
deployment, is also a critical supporting component of the
Sales Force Augmentation program, because it is the only
available means for Sales Force Augmentation
management to confirm actual customer usage of Postal
products and the true effectiveness of the pilot.
During our review, we met with the Delivery Confirmation
Program Manager who stated that Delivery Confirmation
would provide an excellent means of fraud prevention,
allowing Postal Service customers to feel more secure
when using the USPS. The Manager was generally
familiar with the Sales Force Augmentation program,
however, her goal was to ensure timely implementation of
Delivery Confirmation for all Postal Service customers.
Delivery Confirmation will be a special service, offered to
Postal Service customers, scheduled for availability March
14, 1999. The electronic customers (retail users) will pay
a lower rate for this service versus the non-electronic
customers (general public), who will pay an additional 35
cents per piece. Some retail users may be excluded from
this additional charge, and actually given a 25 cents
discount per priority mail piece, if they use the Post Office
Online system or purchase and use one of the six different
software programs available for electronic mailings.
The Sales Force Augmentation team originally planned to
rely heavily on the inventory tracking and paper trail for
revenue tracking until the Delivery Confirmation system
was available. Sales Force Augmentation management
advised that they are unable to identify any other economic
and feasible alternatives, such as postage meters, that
would effectively track usage information.
The Sales Force Augmentation team now recognizes that
Delivery Confirmation may not be utilized by all pilot
program participants. The Delivery Confirmation service
will not automatically be provided to all customers and if
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they elect to use it, there will be an additional cost to
customers for this service. Small- and medium-sized
business customers in the Sales Force Augmentation pilot
may participate by either paying the extra shipping costs or
purchasing automated software. By purchasing the
automated software, customers receive discounts,for using
this feature. However, for those small business customers
that decide not to use Delivery Confirmation, the Sales
Force Augmentation management still will not have a
means of measuring actual usage by customers and
verifying the effectiveness of the program.
Suggestion

The Sales Force Augmentation

management

needs to:

10. meet with the Project Manager of the Delivery
Confirmation Program and clearly communicate the
critical nature of this system to the pilot to ensure that
the automated software is available.
Management
Response

The Sales Force Augmentation management stated they
will pursue a meeting with the Delivery Confirmation
management in conjunction with the pursuit of new
contractors. Management stated they believe it
reasonable that 50 to 75 percent of their customers would
elect to use Delivery Confirmation services if an economic
manifest system can be provided and they look forward to
examples of this in proposals for the February solicitation.
Management also stated they believe the use of this
measurement tool will occur during the remainder of Fiscal
Year 1999 and anticipate it will be in place in the event the
OIG performs a Phase III review.

Evaluation of
Management’s
Response

The OIG would appreciate being advised of the outcome
efforts to modify the existing contract or to modify the
existing Website applications and to complete
programming efforts. We agree with the Sales Force
Augmentation managements planned actions.

Suggestion

The Sales Force Augmentation

management

needs to:

11. explore providing financial incentives to customers that
would maximize distribution to Sales Force
Augmentation customers in order to measure actual
product usage and encourage wide-spread acceptance
of the software.
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Management
Response

Sales Force Augmentation management informed us they
believe it may be feasible for the contractors to subsidize
or offset the cost to their customer base, but do not believe
it would be proper for USPS to subsidize the cost. Sales
Force Augmentation management have suggested it in the
solicitation of February 2, 1999, and stated they will
continue to pursue these financial incentives after a
contract(s) are awarded.

Evaluation of
Management’s
Response

Efforts underway by the Sales Force Augmentation
management satisfy the intent of the OIG suggestion.
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Manaoement Controls should be further refined,
soecificallv relating to baselinino. transitioning
of accounts, and recordino revenues and
exoenditures.
Status:

Completed

Sales Force Augmentation management
eliminated emergency inventory stocks, which
improved the recording of revenues and
expenditures. Management has also developed
a policy, in the new solicitation dated February
2, 1999, for transitioning accounts to Account
Representatives.
Status:

Not Yet Completed.

Management continues to need improvement
with the establishment of baselines, as detailed
in the suggestions in this report.
Issue #2

Additional Staffing needs to be assioned to
properlv manaae the urooram and effectively
serve the customers.
Status:

Not Yet Completed.

Sales Force Augmentation management has
added additional staff, but spot audits are not
performed, and baseline determinations and
changes are not being reviewed. This occurred
because of the amount of time devoted to their
oversight responsibilities and the extensive
duties already being performed by the District
Provider Managers.
Issue #3

Advise the Board of Governors of the
develoomental plans for the Sales Force
Auomentation project.
Status:

Completed.

Sales Force Augmentation management has
briefed the Board of Governors on the Sales
Force Augmentation project, has received
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additional funding for the pilot, and has also
briefed the Strategic Management Committee
on the ongoing status of the pilot.
Issue #4

lntranet Svstem for the reoortina of provider
reoortinq of sales data and for overall oroiect
monitorina has been delaved.
Status:

Not Yet Completed.

Although Sales Force Augmentation
management reported the system would be in
place no later than November 1998, the system
is not yet operational and no firm revised date
has been established for its implementation.
We appreciate the coorperation and courtesies provided
by your staff during our review. If you have any questions,
please contact Wayne Goleski, Director, Revenue
Generation, or me at (703) 248-2300.
IISignecill
Sylvia L. Owens
Assistant~lnspector General
for Revenue Cost Containment
cc: John R. Gunnels
Alan B. Kiel
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UNlTEDsTdTES
63 POSTALSERVKE

March 15. I999

SYLVIA L. OWENS
ASSlSTANT INSPECTOR GENERAL
FOR REVENUElCOST CONTAINMENT
SUBJECT: Response to Draft Management Advisory Report - Review of Sales Face
Augmentafmn (SFA) Pilot - Phase II (RGMA-QQDraft)

Attached you will find a revised copy of the draft sport. We have made mcdifcations to the text to
clarify pngram informatlan. These modifi4ons should be considered in your final management
adviscq mpwt. Additionally. WB have responded to all tithe suggestlona, indicating mrrective
actions that have been established w are under constdem+ion.

Should you haw any questions ,egard,nQ the revisions or pmgmm enhancements given h tits
repmt, please fed fma to contact the SFA Program Directw. WIllam Sherman, at (703) 526-2670.
Sincerely.

-

Attachments
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RG-MA-XXX

OIG Observation -Continued RsDld Exoanslon of Pilot
Reauires Manaaement Safeeuards

1.

place renewed emphaslr on rddnsrtng
the opentlonal
,mpmvemenb outlined in Vllr raport with the Contlnuld
sxpsnrton of the program. Management should stso continue to
adhere to the contmls ldentited in tlm SalesForceAugmsntstlon
StrategicBuslnesr Plan and the Sates Force Augmmtition
Procwr Msnagment Systemto PIQUEsuccessful

implementation.

USPYTMSD idly a9mes with the DIG end has taken severeI steps in
the past 90 days to ensum this occurs. These steps have included tbs
fdfwt”g:
1.) With the assistance of Six-Sigma Qualtec, SPA has developed Process
Management Fkw Charts, using the Malcdm Baldridge CustomerPerfect criteria. This endeavor has lormaiized process flows, touch
points, and interactivity between all functtonat groups invdved in SFA.
(Timetine - completed)
2) SFA has develop&i a fennel Imining ,x.&J8 to lmin dfstdd Pmtider
Managers (DPM’s). This Wtl ensure all DPM’s have similar direct~n,
and f&w identical 0peretfon.d pmcedums in managing the day-t&w
SFA activitiss. All existing DPh4’s have received this baining. All new
DP!Ks (in new sites) wiU attend this 4daypmgram prior to beginning
their DPM mspanstbilifies. (Timelina - completed)
3.) SFA has developed a fwmaf ‘Audit Paw’
forDPM’8 to follow. This
will provide a cwsistent approach (natkanstly) to the audit functiOn.
regwdkx of which pmvider is hired under the new contract We
advise, however, based on fwmel conbactual obt&!atlons, the audit
pmes may be sub&d to mv,sion. fTimeline - completed)
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OIG Observation -Clearer Guidance Needed for Baseline
Determinations

2. luue apscific guldsnce to the Pmvidan concemlng conrlstent
barellne determlnattun, lncludlng huW to avenge Seasonll
flUCtU~tlOnS.

In light of the OIG on-site visits conducted during late November end eedy
December 1998 con~~tive actton has been taken with rwect lo
basefining Mods. This includes the (onowhg acti&%:
f.) Elecrmoic not~catiun wes forwarded to both contmclors indkzatlng thet
baselines most be established as part of the MM visit AdditionaNy. if
a&r a period of time (I.e.. 2.3 months) the contractor feels the odginat
baseline is not eccmte. they must notify the USPS end petNun (in
w&g) eutimrfzatbn to chenge the baselim based on factual .wMenc8
they mustpmvide. The DPMB hew been instructed lsuch e request
occurs, they must fatty investtgete the supporting documentatLx end
obtain approval bum SFA Mana9em.M Mom B bas&a change can
occur. Both providers hew been advised that failure to edhem to this
new p&y coukl msuH in commisskw payment delays an&r e fullscale eudif of the pmvid~$s beselining sctivibes
flimeline - completed)
ZJ Thepoltcy noted above has else been inmrpwated into the new SFA
Soticitettca XtO259&99.A-0072, Secttca 8.8.2.1 Baseline. within the
‘Statement of WM (7imeline - completed)
3.) The SFA IS Team Leader has indtcated the baseline entry viithh uH1
SFA Website will have a sewrtty BCCRSSwtth only the aulhoriisd SFA
Managers being able to adjust conbadw baselines once the pmfite hss
been entered. (Timeline - concunent wifh launch of SFA WebsUe).
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I

SFA Response to Suggesdon x3:
As pad of Ibe new DPM Training cuniculum and the developme” of the
Operations Manual, renewed em,,hasis has been placed “pan tbe
baselining fssus and both new and existing baselines will be subject to
review during each and every wdit. We will conlhue to explore ways and
optiooosthat might ensure improvements in this 8188. Also, keep in mind
fha, in fu,“re years. as barcading and scanning technology impmw. new
custonws will have ved~7abtebaselines bawd on prkx usage and barcode
mm if they previously used delivery confi”“atkw an#cT ordered supplies
#rough DDD (i.e. aulhorized EPS packaging fuhYtma”t w”dxJ
Thh WitI
give the SFA management team another vehicle in which to vedfy baselfnne.
(Timetim, - ongoingj

SFA Response to SuggesUo” W:
Solicitation #10259C-99.AOO72, S&b” B, Attachment F, pmvkles both
the mpute,code
and data dicfiwrary mquimd for ek+c@xnicmees”m”7e”t
of the SFA pfcgram lo an pmspsctive biddem. Baseline informetin is a
data field. which must be Meedin o&r for B pmrTad customer to become
active Fatturn to do so would flag the sccwnt. detwtng any potential
nrmmissio”s due. (Timeline - complete)
5) Detennlne whether Area Implemenlat~on Coordinators or
rddtdonrl staff h nsrded to monitor and bdepsndently verity
baseline procer*e*.
SFA Response lo Suggestlo,, x5:
SFA Management is cunen$ looking at ways to increase the cap&y to
perform audit functicns, includhg basetine Mtrifrcation. We are curmnHy
inwst~afing the fdowing me&nisms:
1.) Use oflimitetiight

duty emptoyees to assist whh telephone audih

2, “59 dindependent temporary setvim *npbyees
Manpow~ etc.) to conduct phone intsrvtews.

(I.e.. Kelly sewbes.

3.) A fm”a, starii”g package has been s”bmi”ed to the VP WSD fw
mnsidefa~on, review, and mcummendatiw to COO Clarence Lewis.
This process wvll also cIsete addiflional time for DPMs and impiementabon
cootif”.&%+ to conduct on-site audits ofoustomen as suggested by the
OIG. (Tim&e - IM later then the start of FY-00)
3
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OIG Observation -Support for Provider Billinas Needs
Improvement
010 Suggestions.

Sslsr Force AugmentNon

managsmsnt

needs to:

6) Obtain from Provider A, accurate, reliable, and COmpleta
Information to suppoe th& monthly bllllnga to tha Postal Service
and dlrallow payments until adequate suppotilng InformatIonI.
provided. This Information should include at a “Mum,
customer account InfomuUon, such as profile ehtnta (which
Includes brsellna amounts), supply lnvrnto,y sheets. and other
key information that rupports the payment request.
SFA Response to Suggesdon M:
PmvidwA has been advised ofpofential contmcUual violations sunwnding
their inconsislent recad keeping end pest performance. Since the on&3
sudjl of,‘,ovlde,A, lheyhave b,,+,,,a,fed fheirown &ctmnic d&base
system (using ‘WfAudif SoWweT which specX&ly captures the
required fields of information. Afl safes representatives have been issued
palm-pilot hardwan, forcuslomer visits and data gefhedng. Pmviously
gathered information is being input into this sy&m lo ensure system-wide
Megrby Protider A has been wemad fhaf failurn to keep all mcwds
consistent and uniform!y sccessib\e to the USPS WI be enforced and could
result in commission delays ofa$ustmenls.
ProvkWA has assured OS
they wi#pe!f..ect this electmnic applicafion (in mmpliance wilh the USPS
specmCadon confained in the cumnl sobcitat~n) before they am warded
ormove into any new b%Wf%
We on&i+?& fhis wN sllow fiv
sccessibiMy of all petinenl audif informalion for all fulum billi”gs with
PmviderA. B”d willensure fheircompatibffilywffh
ourUSPS SFA Web&a
upon wmpletkw (Timeline -complete)

Managers on msthodr
7) Provide guJdadsnceto th# District Pmdder
for performing their reviews of customer accoU”ts, selecting a
sample of both new and pnvlous account8 for review, and
rramlning the supporthg InformatIon for the Pmvidmn’ bllllngs.

4
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OIG Observation -Soot Audits Need To Be Utilized Aa A
Manarrement Confml

010 Observation Salea Force Auomentation lntfanet
m

9. Continueto emphllbr the promptdewlopmentand deploymmt
of the tntnnlt system. If adH(uW dwelopmentalfunding b not
readilyavaIlable,the Sale8ForceAugmentattonbarn should meet
with the Chief MarkethIgOfficerto rcqutn thrs n.cerury
funds.
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FOLLOW-UP ON PRIOR REPORT:
1ssw #I) Managementp~trds
$S

shdd

be further refined specifically
rdina r

and exwndiiurek
Status: Qg.g&$.
Sales Force Augmentation management eliminated
emergency inventory stocks which impmved the recording of revenue and
expenditures. Management has atso developed a poticy, in the new
solicitation dated February 2, 1999, for transitioning accounts to Account
Representatives. ma:
Management WntiwS to need
improvement with the establishment of baselines. as detailed in the
suggestions in this repat

Issue WJ Additional staffln~ needs to be assbned to ~rODedv manaoe the
grcmm and effectivek sew the customers.
Status: Nd Yet Comoleted. Sales Force Augmentation management has
added additional staff, but spot audlh are not performed. and baseling
determinations and changes are not being rwiwmd. This cccwred
because of the amount of time devoted to their overatght responsibilities
and the etietive
d”ties already being performed by the Distrtd Provider

Managers.
SFA Response to Follow-up Issue W:
see a”sv/ws to suggestbns I- 6.
Issue (13) eAdvis the So
Sales Force Auamentatnn WQ&
sbtus: Comoleted. Sales Force Augment&n
management has briefed
the Board of Governors on the Sales Force Augmentatioo projed. has
received additional funding for the pilot. and has also briefed the Strategic
Management Commi”ee on the ongoing status of the pibt.
Issue x4) lntranet System for the repattng of provider repoting of sales
data and for ove~ll project monitoring has been delayed.
Stahrs: Not Completed. Although Saks Force Augmentation management
reported the sy%tem would be in place no later than November lgg8,ths
system is not yet operational and no firm revised date has been established
for its implement&n.
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The iO,iOWb,Q revM,r~s are provided to the OIG Ia
SUQQEdd
mame of strengthenlnp the vlfldlty of statements
made within the contaxi of the draft npolt - Revfew of Safes
Force Augmentation Pilot Project - Phase II (RG-MA-QQDnft)
Page I, Panpnph i SFA has not begun ‘nationwide rollouT, rather, ‘FY-88 and early
FY-99 were dedicated to three pilot sites with emphasis on
continued kerning ebout cutsource seles models and identifying
procedural modlcetions neces~v to improve upori the program.
Phase II, implemented during FY-99. has been geared toward the
estebbhment of 12 maj0r metm sites.’
The goal in thk phase is to imprwe upon all systems and pmvt4e
the factual date necessary to conduct a ‘Nationwide RolbuT. We
do not anticipate this sort of rollwt (to the remainder of the 85
USPS districts) until the twelve metros are established end
generating consistent sales date to ruppott further prcgrem
growth. the Business Management Committee Is briefed and in
concurrence. and the BOG is advised. The eadiest this might
occur is eady FY-2003
Paso I, Results In Srlef, Paragraph 2 Rather than elating “The Sales Force Augmentation teem k
continuing to work under pressure...’ We suggeot, ‘SFA has
caudously moved fomerc. under strid prwam time IineS.
ccgnizant of orgsniretional staffing requirement%
Page 2. Sackgmund Sectlon, Paragraph 2, revise to read:
“...to be approximately $404 million over three years, wtth incurred
expenditures estimated et $70 to $80 million. making tNs en
excellent opportunity to counteraCt possible revenue shortfelk.”
‘The Tactical Marketing and Saks Development management
crested key provisional positions’. (Instead of ‘teem members”)
Pass 3, bullets lk+tb,Q 3 SFA se~lces
fourth rrrvksl

needs to Includa I

Express Mail International Service (EMS): This is the feetast
expedited tntemetional Servlca available through the USPS.
EMS is available to over 180 foreign wunbies. Both letter0
and parcels (over4 tbs. ere ecapteble to mwt partkipating
countries). EMS includes aubmat~ ineurenca (fw theft.
damage. or riT&!) for up to 3500. EMS shipments rewve the

highest pfixtty expedited handling in both the USA and the
destinadngcamby.
Page 3, three pampraphr up from bottom of pas% add to last
s*“tmu:
. ..excluding any ‘USPS Managed Accounts’ Mat might eXiS1in this
audience.
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Pegs3, two psregnphr up from the bottom of the pegs:
‘...wasselectedas the Providerfor the San Francisco Metro
(which includes the San Francisco, Oakland, and San Jose
diski&).’
Page 4, lest paragraph, last sentence under ‘Scope and
ObjectIves”:
This last statement causes a great deal of concern for TMSD,
based on feedback fran B appearance in the first OIG repcut as
well. By stating this report ‘should not construe an endorsement
of the program, it ‘implies” the OK3 does not endorse the SFA
program. This has cause+ conoxnf for many managers who have
read the initial report We wuld appreciate if this statemen!EguJd
be==

eeetlon,firet pengnph, changeto reed:
Accordingto USPSmanagement.
the NewYorkpilotprovedthat

Page 5, “DetaUn”

the Saks Force Augment&n conCept waf viable and beneficial.
The program was teninated based on TMSD’s decision to test a
new business model (i.e. ‘FullSe~ice Provider Model) in place of
the individual service contracts ubedin NW York.Senior

Management
in lhe NewYorkMetmAreaweerehxtentto
incorporate this change and did not want to participate in the ‘FullService Provider Model Tesr.
Page 8. bottom paragraph. 6. Observation:
‘This situation occurred because Sales Force Augmentation
management has not provided Clear guidance for the Provide<6 to
establish baseline’s,...’ This suggests SFA has erred in
determining baseline processes.
Please reference the oiginal RFPlSOW regarding Pmvider
Sel~n
Criteria in the original SFA RFPlSOW SolicitatiDn
(f/23/98). The intent of selecting hvo providers was suggested in
order to observe two ‘different approaches’ to conducting SFA in
order to continue the learning necessary to refine baselining as a
practice and glean best processes fmm two industry leaders
instead of one. This has been accomplished. and successfully
translated into a baseline P~KBS as pressnted in the second
iNem(ion of RFPlSOW (section 8.421 - Baselining)
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Pege 15,pengmph one:
‘According to the Seks Force Augmentation Manager. the cost of
lhe interface between the Providers’ soWere programs and tie
Postal Service’s lntranet system has recently been estimated by
one confractor at behveen $250000 to $1 million. Saks Force
Augmentation has requested additional funding for the finalization
of the lntrenet system.’

Pege 16,two pangmphs under “DeteUe”,should reed:
‘Delivery Confirmation will be e special service offered to Postal
Service customers scheduled for evalIability March 14. 1099.
Customera capable of pmviding the USPS with an ekctmnk
manifest in an acceptable format (i.e. business were) will RceiVe
the se&e free of charge, versus the non-electronic custcmeR
(i.e. general publichudk-in reteil traffic) who will pay an additional
35 cenls per piece for the service enhancement
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October 31.2000
GAIL G. SdNNENBERG
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
SUBJECT:

SALES

Audit Report - Management Controls Over the Sales Force Augmentation
Program (Report Number MK-AR-00-002(R)

This report presents the results of our follow-up audit of the Sales Force Augmentation
Program (Project Number OORAO26RGOOO). The purpose of this audit was to
determine whether the program was achieving its objectives to determine whether the
program objective of increasing revenue was being achieved.
The audit revealed that since 1998 the Postal Service had paid $5.2 million in
commissions to contract sales representatives based on revenue reports that were not
fully’verified.
This occurred because program controls were not in place to ensure the
validity of increased revenues reported. Postal Service had been working with
contractors to establish internal controls; however, none of the controls had been
effective to date. The actions taken and proposed are responsive to the
recommendations
in the report. Managements comments and our evaluation of these
comments are included in the report.
We appreciate the cooperation and courtesies provided by your saff during the review.
If you have questions or need additional information, please contact Larry Chisley,
director, Marketing, at (703) 248-2352 or me at (703) 248-2300.

Debra S. Ritt
Assistant Inspector General
for Business Operations
Attachment
cc: Clarence E. Lewis, Jr.
Henry C. Clefi
Sherl Streeter
Teresa C. Moe
John R. Gunnels
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction

This report presents the results of,our audii of management
controls over the Sales Force Augmentation program.
Specifically, we determined whether the program was
achieving its objective of increasing revenues from Postal
Service expedited mail products.
This is our third review of the Sales Force Augmentation
program. Previous reviews were requested by program
officials and were collaborative efforts between our .~tafk..
Even though several improvements have been made to the
program’s management controls since our first review,
additional improvements are still needed.

Results

In Brief

We could not verify reported revenue to determine whether
the program objective of increasing revenue was being
achieved. This occurred because revenues were seifreported by contractor sales representatives, and the
baseline data used to determine increased revenue from
businesses could not be validated: The Postal Service also
lacked sufficient controls to validate the number of
packages mailed after businesses enrolled in the program.
As a result, $30.5 million in Increased revenues reported by
contractor sales representatives since November IQ98
could not be verified. Thus, there was no assurance that
the 85.2 million in commissions the Postal Service paid to
the contractor, based on revenues between fiscal year 1998
and the first quarter fiscal year 2000, were justified.

Summary of
Recommendations

We recommend the senior vice president, Sales, recover
commissions based on disallowed revenues identified;
develop controls to ensure baseline data cannot be
changed by the contractor; and limit the expansion of the
program until internal controls are established to ensure that
increased revenue repotted by contractor sales
representatives can be verified.

Summary of
Management’s
Comments

Management agreed with our recommendations.
In
addition, management provided updated information on the
status of corrective actions on suggestions made in our prior
report.
We summarized these responses in the report and included
the full text of the commdnts in Appendix C.
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Overall Evaluation
Management’s
Comments

of

Management comments were responsive.to our
recommendations
and the actions taker or planned should
correct the issues identified in this report.
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INTRODUCTION
Background

The Sales Force Augmentation program is a direct-sales
marketing strategy designed to generate new revenue from
small and medium-sized businesses through the sale of
Postal Service expedited mail products, such as Priority
Mail, Express Mail, Global Priority Mail, and Express Mail
International. To achieve this objective, Postal Service
awarded a contract with a sales force company to visit
prospective businesses and enroll them into the program.
Sales representatives completed a business profile sheet on
each business, including a baseline of how much expedited
mail the business had been processing through the Postal
Service prior to joining the program.
After establishing the baseline, sales repreeentatiies
revisited businesses periodically as appropriate to
determine the amount of expedited products used since
their last visit. This information was recorded in the
contractors database and used to develop a commission
report showing the number of expedited products used by
businesses and the increased revenue to the Postal
Service. The contractor provided the commission reports to
Postal Service program officials on a monthly basis.
Program officials used this information to initiate a process
to verify the accuracy of the revenue included in the report.
Postal Service program officials were required to verify the
commission reports through telephone calls, business visits,
and bar-coded label test. In addition, program officials. used
Postal Service corporate account information for meter and
Express Mail to test the validity of revenue reported.
Finally, to improve the controls over the revenue verification
process, Postal Service program officials were developing a
web-based reporting system and the,contractor was
developing a software application.
Between January 1996 and May 1998. Postal Service
officials piloted the program in the New ‘York Metro area.
Business segments in the pilot initially comprised
companies with 49 or fewer employees. At the end of the
pilot, the business plan for the Sales Force Auomentation
program projected revenues of approximately
and estimated expenditures of $20 to $25 million.
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In March 1998, Postal Service officials oonductecl another
pilot in the Atlanta, Georgia; and the San Francisco,
California; Metro areas. The San Francisco pilot, which
included San Jose and Oakland, was expanded to LOS
Angeles in July 1998. In October 1998, program managers
and estimated
revised the projected revenue to
expenditures to $154 million for fiscal year (FYs) 1999
through 2001.
In December 7 999. the Sales Force Augmentation pilot was
established as a program and the Postal Service awarded a
$28 million contract to sell Postal Service expedited
products. The three-year contract, with two options of two
years each, has been servicing the Atlanta, San Francisco,
and Los Angeles Metro areas. The contract iwas expanded
to include nine other metro markets 1 New York; Boston,
Massachusetts; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Washington,
DC; Miami, Florida; Chicago, Illinois; St. Louis, Missouri;
Dallas, Texas; and Denver, Colorado. Projected revenue
gains for the 12 metro areas were ‘_
, for FYs 2000.2001, ‘and 2002,
and
respectively.
Objective, Scope, and
Methodology

Our audit objective was to determine whether the Sales
Force Augmentation program achieved its objectives of
increasing revenue and assessing customer satisfaction.
Because the Postal Service had contracted with a company
to perform a customer satisfaction survey, we limited our
scope to the review of revenues claimed by the contractor.
To address our objective, we interviewed key Postal Service
and contractor personnel. We reviewed program policies,
procedures, and the business plan to ensure compliance.
Also, we reviewed invoices and payment certifications for
FY 1999 and FY 2000,’ to validate payments, In addition,
we reviewed the ve.ritication process used to make
payments to the contractor. Finally, we statistically selected
509 (18 percent) of 2,470 businesses accounts for February
2000 to evaluate the adequacy of the revenue verification
process. A description of the sampling process we used is
included in Appendix A.
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During the audit, we followed up on the status of corrective
actions suggested in our March 30,1999.management
advisory report, Review
Pilot Proiect- Phase II,
RG-k&99-002.
This audit was conducted from December-1999 through
September 2000, in accordance with generally accepted
government auditing standards and included such tests of
internal controls, aswere considered necessary under the
circumstances.
We discussed our conclusions and
observations with appropriate management officials and
included their comments, where appropriate.
Prior Audit Coverage

In March 1999, we issued a report identifying six conditions
that warranted continued review and action by Sales Force
Augmentation program managers. We reported that:
Continued rapid expansion of pilot required management
safeguards.
Clearer guidance was needed for baseline
determination.
Support for contractor

billings needed improvement.

Spot audits were needed as a management

control.

The lntranet system for the Sales Force Augmentation
program was not yet operational.
Coordination of delivery confirmation
Force Augmentation deployment.

was vital to Sales

As a result of our observations, we provided
11 suggestions to the program ok? to improve
management controls. The status of corrective actions
taken by Postal Service management on these
suggestions is discussed in Appendix B.
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AUDIT RESULTS
Estimate6

estimates used to determine increases in revenue were
accurate for businesses entering the program. This
occurred because the program office lacks an accurate
system to determine the number of expedited products
mailed through the Postal Service prior to businesses
enrolling in the program. As a result, $5.2 million in
commissions paid to the contractor based on reported
revenue may not have been fully justiir.
Our review disclosed that 38 of 83 new businesses
reviewed needed their baselines adjusted upwards. For
example, during February 2000, the smallest adjustment to
baseline was for 3 pieces and the largest adjustment was
for 136 pieces. Even though, program officials adjusted
these baselines, there was no way to determine whether
adjusted baselines accurately reflected business expedited
product use prior to enrolling in the program.

.-

Telephone calls were the primary method used to verity
baseline information. To verify the baseline, program
officials telephoned businesses and asked them to identify
the amount of expedited products they mailed prior to
joining the program and whether baseline estimates
gathered by the contractor sales representatives were
accurate.
Each month the contractor provided program officials with a
list of new businesses enrolled in the program. Program
officials called each business to verify the baseline
established by contract sales representatives and submitted
any discrepancies identified to the contractor for input into a
database. The baseline verification process was required
and performed only when the business first enrolled in the

program.
Once the baseline verification process was completed,
program officials concentrated on verifying increased
revenue reported from the business. Several program
officials said once the baseline had been established, there
was no need to reassess it. Following this approach, the
contractor, who maintains the database of business
information, could make changes to the baselines without

4
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Postal Service program officials deteding any changes.
Even though program officials telephoned.businesses
to
vertfy baselines, there was no assurance the baselines were
accurate. However, con’krols should be implemented to
ensure that baseline data isnot changed aibr it has been
established by program officials.
Recommendation

We recommend the senior vice president,
I.

Sales:

Develop controls to ensure that the contractor cannot
change baseline data.

Management’s
Comments

Management indicated that with the Implementation of
SMARTSlSFA system in October 2000, the contractor will
be unable to change baseline information.

Evaluation of
Management’s
Comments

Management’s comments were responsive to our
recommendation.
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Validation of
Products Mailed by
Customers

The process used to determine whether expedited products
entered the Postal Service mail stream was inadequate. To
validate products mailed, program officials telephoned and
visited businesses, reviewed meter and Express Mail
accounts, and tested bar coded packages.. However. none
of these processes verified that expedited products were
mailed using the Postal Service. As a resutt, $30.5 million
in revenue reported by the contractor since November IQ98
could not be validated.

Telephone

In conducting telephone inquiries to verify revenue, program
officials selected a minimum of 40 percent of the revenues
claimed on the commission report by each sales
representative or a minimum of three businesses per sales
representative, whichever was greater. To verify increased
revenue, Postal Service program oftlcials telephoned
businesses and asked whether expedited mail reported by
the contractor sales representatives was accurate.

Inquiries

Also, program officials identified the difference between
expedited mail products on hand and the number of
expedited products issued to businesses. The contractor
and program officials used this information to identify
increases in revenue. If a discrepancy existed between the
business estimate and the amount reported by the
contractor, program officials engaged in a dialogue with the
business to determine if the difference should be deducted
from revenue claimed by the contractor. However, this
process also did not provide assurance khat ,products no
longer in a business’ inventory were actually mailed through
the Postal Service.
In reviewing products reported by sales representatives, we
determined that 309 of the 509’ accounts included in our
sample had discrepancies.
Program officials had already
reviewed 220 of the 509 business accounts we selected for
review and determined that about 46 percent of the 220
accounts had discrepancies.
In total, program officials
disqualified about $258,000 of $1 .Q million in revenue for
the 466 accounts they reviewed during February ZOOO.,
Discrepancies’included
differences between what sales
’ Five hundred and nine accounts were statistically selected to determine whether revenue tlaimd
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representatives reported and businesses
telephone inquiries.

reported during

We verified the remaining 289 of 509 business accounts by
conducting telephone interviews. Our review noted the
following problems associated with the telephone inquiries:
22 accounts had mathematical errors in the
calculation of packages mailed.
2 businesses had closed, but sales
representatives claimed $1,405 for 212 pieces.
4 businesses were still waiting for shipment of the
postal product inventory.
5 businesses did not know who their sales
representatives were.
11 incorrect phone numbers or points of contact
were listed In the business proflle to vei@ number
of packages mailed.
12 businesses were too busy to respond to our
questions.
4 businesses were not using postal products, but
the contractor claimed revenue.
Overall, phone inquiries showed only three of the
289 sampled businesses could confirm they mailed the
same number of products reported by the sales
representatives.
In addition, the review showed that
revenue reported for 208 business accounts were
overstated by as much as $104,000. As a result.
approximately $104,000 of the revenue claimed by the
contractor was not valid. Based on our statistical sample
we projected that the program would have disallowed about
5514,000 in revenue reported by the sales representatives
.for February 2000 if the Postal Service had reviewed all
transactions using revenue verification procedures.
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Business Visits

Program guidance required Postal Service officials to visit at
least eight businesses per month to verify expedited mail
usage reported by sales representat-nres. These visits were
to ensure that Postal Service expedited mail services met
customer expectations and sales representatives addressed
businesses needs.
Although this process gave program officials the opportunity
to interact with the customer and identified the amount of
expedited supplies on hand at each business, it did not
provide assurance that expedited mail was sent through the
Postal Service. In addition, program officials were unable to
provide documentation indicating program officials visited
businesses during February 2000 because guidance did not
require program officials to document the visits or the
results of their visits.

Bar-Coded

Label

Meter 8 Express Mail
Corporate Accounts

Program guidance also required quarterly delivery
confirmation tests. These tests were another attempt to
determine how many pieces of expedited mail were used by
businesses. However, we identified several weaknesses
that affected the reliability of test results.
For example, the contractor was involved in the selection of
businesses for the test. Sales representatives contacted
businesses to determine whether they were willing to
participate in the test. If a business chose not to participate,
another business was selected. In addition, the sates
representatives, who affixed the labels to the product
selected, delivered test labels used to the businesses.
Therefore, there was no way to determine whether the
businesses or the sales representatives mailed the
packages.
Program officials stated that in addition to the required
procedures described in the program guide, Postal Service
officials had the option to use businesses’ meter and
Express Mail corporate accounts to detem\ine their use of
postal expedited products.
We concluded there were weaknesses with this optional
verification process. First, only 1 IO of 509 businesses
reviewed listed meter accounts and only 21 of
509 businesses listed express mail corporate accounts in
their profiles. In addition..even if a business had a meter
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and Express Mail corporate account, these accounts did not
show the number of pieces mailed or the hype of mailing
products used by the business. Thus‘, there was no way to
determine the number of expedited products mailed through
the Postal Service. Furthermore, two program officials
responsible for reviewing expedited mail usage for over 100
businesses did not use Postal Service’s permit system to
verify expedited mail usage because they did not know how
to access the data.
Therefore, this process did nof provide reasonable
assurance that postage paid by the customers was
specifically for expedited products mailed through the Postal
Service.
Recommendation

We recommend
2.

the senior vice president, Sales:

Recover commissions
identified.

based on unsupported

revenue

Managementk
Comments

Management indicated that revenue discrepancies identified
by the Office of inspector General will be verified and
revenue discrepancies will be deducted from f@ure
commissions, as appropriate.

Evaluation of
Nlanagemenrs
Comments

Management’s comments were responsive to our
recommendation.
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To improve c&trots over the revenue verifkxition process
Postal Service program officials developed a web-based
reporting system to collect and store sales data reported by
the contractor. However, the system was not implemented,
because test results from January 2000 through July 2000
showed that data transmitted to the program office from the
contractor contained multiple errors. Contractor data files
did not contain all of the required data felds, and completed
data fields were inaccurate and unreliable. Data reliability
issues were still unresolved as of August 2000. For this
reason, it is essential that data transmitted by the contractor
be validated as part of the program office web-based
reporting system.
In addition, the contractor was developing a software
application to track business packages because the
program office could not identify whether packages entered
the Postal Service mail stream. The contractor’s software
application will track packages using the Postal Service’s
Delivery Confirmation program. Delivery confirmation data
for the business accounts would also be maintained in the
contractor’s database and downloaded each night into the
program office web-based reporting system. Therefore, the
contractor’s software application should be used in
conjunction with the program off& web-based reporting
system. As of August 2000 the application was still under
development.
Program officials stated ihe contractor
planned to covert expenses associated with development of
the application and retain ownership of it, which could
adversely affect the Postal Service’s ability to negotiate
future contracts.

Recommendation

We recommend

the senior vice president. Sales:

3. Limit the expansion of the program until the web-based
reporting system is fully operational and able to track
mailing activities.
Management’s
Comments

Management suspended the expansion of the Sales Force
Augmentation program until the implementation of the
SMARTISFA system and the completion of a mailing
tracking system.
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Management’s comments were responsive to our
recommendation.
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APPENDIX A.
STATISTICAL
Purpose

SAMPLING AND PROJECTIONS FOR AUDIT OF SALES
FORCE AUGMENTATION PROGRAM

of the SamtGng

One of the objectives of the audit was to assess the accuracy of the self-reporting of
pieces used in the existing Sales Force Augmentation program. We were also
interested in comparing the magnitude of the program official-audited disqualifications to
the amount projected from a statistically-chosen
sample. In support of these objectives,
the audit team employed a two-stage sample design that allows statistical projection of
both error quantities and disqualified amounts for accounts in February 2000.
Definition

-

of the Audit Universe

The audit universe consisted of 2,470 accounts in nine locations for the month of
February 2000. Express Mail, Priority Mail, and Global Priority Mail usage were
included. The contractor’s commission report for February 2000 was the source of the
universe data.
SamDIe Desisn

and Modifications

The audit used a two-stage sample design. Six of nine locations were randomly
selected for review, and a total of 509 accounts wore chosen for review at those six
locations. The accounts at the sample locations were divided into three strata, based
on the reported dollar amount of the account in the audit timeframe. This design was
expected to provide a two-sided 95 percent confidence interval with a 20 percent
precision, based on a preliminary sample of program official-audited accounts with a
coefficient of variation (standard deviation-to-mean
ratio) of approximately 2.4. For
attribute analysis, an account mail type with disqualified amounts whether over or
under the audited amount, is considered to be an error. The program officialdisqualified amounts and the projected disqualifiable amounts, based on the sample,
use only those amounts that are considered overcharges.

Statistical Projections of the Sample Data
All results are projected to the universe of 2,470 accounts for February 2000.
The sample data were analyzed using the formulas for estimation of a population
proportion and a population total for a two-stage sample with stratification at the second
stage, as described in chapters 5 (stratification) and 9 (two-stage: in Elementary Survev
Sampling, Scheaffer, Mendenhall, and Ott. c.1990.
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of accounts

in error:

For ail three mail types, the existence of an error is determined by comparing the
contractor-reported
quantity to the audited quantity. If zero pieces of expedited mail are
claimed and the audit supports the claim of zero pieces of expedited mail, then the
account is not considered to be in error for that mail type.
The number of accounts in error cannot be added across the three mail types because
an account may have an error in any one or two or all three types.
Express Mail: based on projection of the sample results, we are 95 percent confident
that between 871 and 1,459 accounts (35 percent to 59 percent) have errors in the
reported quantities of Express Mail. The unbiased point estimate is 1.165 accounts, or
47 percent of the accounts in the universe of 2.470 accounts.
Priority Mail: based on projection of the sample results, we are 95 percent confident
that between 1,165 and 1,669 accounts (47 percent to 67 percent) have errors in the
reported quantities of Priority Mail. The unbiased point estimate is 1,417 accounts, or
57 percent of the accounts in the universe of 2,470 accounts.
Global Priority Mail: based on projection of the sample results, we are 95 percent
confident that between 169 and 279 accounts (7 percent to 11 percent) have errors in
the reported quantities of global mail. The unbiased point estimate is 224 accounts, or
9 percent of the accounts in the universe of 2,470 accounts. We note that low number
of pieces of global mail by the account-holders results in many instances in which zero
pieces is considered correct, leading to a low projected number of errors. While a
similar situation exists for the other two mail types, the effect is most pronounced for
global mail.
Projectio,n

of disaualified

amounts:

Based on projection of the sample results, we are 95 percent confident that the
disqualified amount should be between $393,000 and 5635,600. The unbiased point
estimate is $514.371. The program’s methodology identified a toial of $257,861 to be
disqualified for the audit period. Therefore, a conservative estimete is that an additional
$135.000is subject to disqualifk&ion within that period,and the additionalamount
could just as likely be up to another $377,000.
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APPENDIX

B. ,FOLLOW UP TO PRIOR SUGGESTIONS

In March 1999, we issued a report identifying six conditions affecling the Sales Force
Augmentation program that warranted continued review and corredie
actions. As a
result, we provided 11 suggestions to the program office to improve management
controls. The status of 6 of the 11 suggestions that were open at the beginning of the
audit and corrective actions taken by Postal Service management on these suggestions
are discussed below.
Suggestion

Number

1

Management should continue to adhere to controls identified in the Sales Force
Augmentation Strategic Plan and Process Management System to ensure successful
implementation.
Status:

Completed

Management has developed a process management system using CustomerPerfect
and a formal training module to train program officials to establish new controls.
Suggestion

Number

6.2

4

Require contractors to incorporate baseline information in their software programs and
ensure baseline numbers are used accurately in calculations.
Status:

Partially

Completed

In February 2000, the contractor incorporated baseline information in their software
program. ‘With the implementation of SMARTlSFA in AP 02 FY 01, the contractor or
USPS employees could not change established baselines unless the Contracting
Officer Representatives authorized such changes.
Suggestion

Number

7

Provide guidance to program officials on methods for performing their reviews of ,
customer accounts, selecting a sample of both new and previous accounts for review,
and examining the supporting information for contractor billings.
Status:

Completed

Management incorporated a new process to select and review customer accounts to
ensure that contractor data is accurate, reliable, and complete, which was incorporated
into the program’s manual.
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8

Ensure random spot audits of customer supply inventories
program officials.
Status:

on-site by

Completed

Management
audits.
Suggestion

has updated the program manual requiring officials to jWfOWn on-site spot

Number

9

Continue to emphasize
Status:

are perfirmed

the prompt development

and deployment

of the intranet system.

Not Completed

Suggestion

Number

11

Explore providing financial incentives to customers that would maximize distribution to
Sales Force Augmentation customers in order to measure actual products used and
encourage widespread acceptance of the software.
Status:

Patially

Completed

Management met with the Delivery Confirmation division regarding the use of the
delivery confirmation feature. Both divisions agreed the feature could be used under
electronic manifesting. Program officials have worked closely with the contractor to
offer delivery confirmation at no cost to the program customer, and implementation of
this feature is under development.
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